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Dr. Joe Tenn’s carefully crafted articles seem to be able to win a prize in the annual Hughes Aircraft
Company Science Writing Contest any time he chooses to enter, and his students have occasionally
won prizes, too. This heartens our outlook on higher education in America and provides interesting
and unusual material for readers of this magazine. His last article, “Simon Newcomb, a Famous and
Forgotten American Astronomer," appeared in the November, 1987, issue of the Griffith Observer, almost
two years ago. It was saddled with several errors imposed by the editor, not the author, and we hope
this time we have given Dr. Tenn’s most recent contribution more reliable preparation for print. His
attention this time is fixed on the development of astrophotography.

Onthe occasion of the January, 1987, American the first serious uses of chemical emulsions for
Astronomical Society meeting in Pasadena, professional research. Less than fifty years earlier
visiting astronomers were invited to tour the the first crude experiments suggested the
Palomar Observatory. The five-meter telescope, possibility that astronomical information might be
towering five stories above us, looked as imposing recorded photographically.
as ever, although it had been in operation nearly
four decades and was no longer the world's DaQUe"'9°iYPe$
largest. Astronomers were involved with photography

The real surprise, to this visitor at least, was from its beginning. It was the French astronomer
that the telescope is no longer used for photo- Francois Arago who made the first public
graphy. Most of the darkrooms have been announcement of the invention of the daguerreo-
converted to other purposes. According to the type on January 7, 1839. Within the month, the
superintendent, it has been at least three years great British astronomer, chemist, and mathe-
since the last photograph was taken for research matician John Herschel had duplicated the
purposes withthe Haletelescope.Acallto Eugene process and made a photograph of his father's
Harlan at the Lick Observatory brought similar 40-foot telescope.
"eW$- Photograph)! Wee eeheduied at The three" Louis Daguerre, building partly on the work of
meter Shane telescope for only three nights in amateur lithggrapher Joseph-Nicephore de
1936- Niepce, had found a way to fix an image on an

AT these and eihef ierge Teieeeepesi iriiermieri iodized silver plate. Workers in Britain and France
is "OW Feeefded with ehefge-eeupied devices had been trying for years to presen/eimages with
(CCDs) and other electronic devices and trans- silver salts, long known to be sensitive to light.
ferred ir1iO COmDut8r$ in digital form. The Drawings, leaves, and other objects had been
astronomer ef e few Years 39° deeeended from silhouetted on paper, leather, or metal coated with
the mountain with the night's results visible on Solutions, but when the images were exposed to
=1 glass Photographic plate; today's astronomer more light, they faded away. Daguerre had found
brings back magnetic tape containing billions of that bathing the exposed plate in mercury vapor
bits which only a computer can read- caused the shiny mercury to coat the portion of

The reign of astrophotography was a short one. the plate which had been affected by light. A salt
Little more than a century has elapsed since solution washed away the remaining silver iodide.
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and a metallic “daguerreotype” retained the
image.

In France, Arago immediately foretold the
future of photography in astronomy: It would
be used to preserve images, of course, and also
for photometry (the measurement of brightness)
and spectroscopy. This last proposal was
especially prescient, as it was still two decades
before Kirchhoff and Bunsen would show the
significance of Fraunhofer's dark lines in the
spectrum of the sun. , ’

In England, Herschel showed that sodium
thiosulphate is a much better fixer than salt,
coined the terms “positive” and “negative,” and
was one of the first to call the new process
"photography." He and his friends, notably
William Henry Fox Talbot, made many improve-
ments in the process.

The first astronomical photograph, however,
was made in America. After the details of
Daguerre‘s process were revealed, again by
Arago, a number of amateurs began experiment-
ing. John William Draper, professor of medicine
at New York University and an experienced
experimenter with both light and chemistry, As astronomers grew more experienced and
quickly improved the sensitivity of the process. Ski//ed Wit/1 P/70f09F@P/W, Phetegfap/'15 or
By March‘ 1840‘ he had the rst image of the celestial obiects improved and showed more

. . detail. Here is a sequence of photographs of the
moon to _sh°w ah?’ d_eta'ts' Exposure “the was Orion nebula, recorded on gelatin dry plates.
twenty minutes. Within three years he was using The rst (upper /eff) was taken by Hemy Drape,
photography to discover new spectral lines in on 80 September 1880. The picture required 51
iheinirared and uiiravioiet minutes of exposure. On 11 ll./larch 1881,

Other Americans joined in. In 1847, Harvard gsggggge1Zt_,{,7én;J;?ih?hp(;:#;ti:tg;ttZ_tgfofdrgg
C°||e9e Obeet‘/at°"Y eequlted One Qt the tW0 the image in the upper right. More nebulosity
largest telescopes in the world, the 15-.inch Great and more stars have been captured o_n the plate.

“e*"*°‘°'* made ‘" M""‘°" *‘"° """ ’° the Z55’Si,E’”i?§{oi-,3ZZZ‘iS‘1£‘;"l§L';?‘i;'%F£!§'£iZ%
'"St'“r".e"t at P“'k°"°' Rue” W'th the “."d °t by him eth 14 March 1aa2. This time he exposedprofessional photographer John A. Whipple, the plate for 131 minutes. The last picture of
Harvard astronomers William and GGOFQG BOl'\d this set was taken by William H, Pickering, on
made the first photograph of a star on July 16, 28 August 1889, with the 13-inch refractor at
1850. It took a 100-second exposure to get that the temporary station or Harvard °bse'Va*<?'Y
image of Vega. That same year they made ggbylguwemzfgx l"t't:?mbegiIe1ttitrJe:e?ilt,t1:trgtight
da9Ue""e°tYPe$ et the "100" 3° Qeed that theY courtesy Dr. Gerard de Vaucouleurs, Astronom-
were awardedaprize medal atthe Crystal Palace ical Photography: From the Daguerreotype to
exposition in London. the E/e0ff0" Cmefa)

The tehewthg Year theY ehtethed the hret the ubiquitousArago had madedaguerreotypes
Photograph et e ptehet Much t° thetr surprise of the sun adequate to reveal sunspots though
they found that Jupiter, which receives only one not yet good enough to Show hmh darkehihe
twenty-seventh as much sunlight as the moon, Here the premem was tee much hghh Eehy
requires about the same eXp°s“re- TheY had daguerreotypes ofthe sun were all overexposed
discovered that the gteht ptahet ts much more until sufficiently fast shutters were developed.
retteettve than the eerthts satethte As early as 1847, John Herschel was calling upon

In the meantime, the French physicists Leon astronomers to photograph the sun daily and
Foucault and Louis Flzeau, under the urging of to make systematic studies of sunspots.
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Perhapsthelastsignificantachievement made estimates of fractions of a magnitude made by
with daguerreotypes was the first photograph different observers or by the same observer at

of a solar eclipse, made by the professional different times were always suspect. Now
photographer Berkowski with the Konigsberg photographs provided an unbiased permanent
heliometer on July 28, 1851. Prominences and record which could be compared with later
the inner corona could be seen. That same photographs or measured under a microscope
eclipse saw Italian astronomer Angelo Secchi, at leisure.
using both daguerreotypes and the silver in England, the wealthy amateur Warren de
chloride process invented by Fox Talbot, finally la Rue, inspired by the Harvard photographs,
prove the existence of limb darkening. Called built a 13-inch reflector and began photograph-
the calotype or photogenic process, the new ing the moon in 1852. By the 1860s excellent
method used paper ratherthan Daguerre's silver lunar photographs were almost common. New
plate. A short exposure produced a latent image Yorkers Henry Draper (son of John William) and
which could be developed later. A major Lewis Rutherfurd contributed some of the best.
advantage over the daguerreotype was that De la Rue even took advantage of the moon's
copies could be made. libration to make stereoscopic pictures which

zhnoévsgiotze mountains and craters in three

Beth Pfeeeeeee Were made obsolete by the Staked to a new specially-designed instru-
wet collodion method introduced in 1851. rheht by the Reyet Society, de ta Rue photo-
Following e suggestion by the Frehehmeh 6- graphed the sun daily from 1858 to 1872 (after
|-e G"eY- The Ehgheh sculptor Ffedefiek See“ which the Royal Greenwich Observatory took
Archerinvented the wet collodion process. Now up the teek)_ within e few yeere there were

Qiese hegehi/es eeuid Presefve e5 ml-ieh dete" statistical studies of sunspot activity. it seemed
es de9Ue""e°tYPe$ ehd eeuid be Used t° make miraculous at the time that a photograph made
eh)! "umber °fPFih1$- The Prints eeuid e‘/eh be inafraction ofasecond could record more detail
eh|eT9ed- than a skilled observer sketching at the tele-

The only drawback was that the plates had scope for hours.
to be prepared immediately before use A Perhaps dela Rue’sgreatesttriumph occurred
dangerous solution of guncotton in alcohol and at the Jt_||y 13' 1g5Q_ eetipee, fer which he teek
ether was painted on the glass and saturated his heher-heter to 3peih_ |-he photographs
With Silver $e|t$- provided conclusive evidence that the promi-

it was sensitive to light until it dried, a matter nences were part of the sun and not the moon‘s
of ten minutes or so. The wet collodion was the atmosphere. There was even a huge prominence
first method sensitive enough for short expo- in the photographs which could not be seen by
sures of sunlit terrestrial scenes. It gave us the eye. Physicist Michael Faraday exclaimed,
Civil War photographs of Mathew Brady and the “Photography could therefore render evident to
celebrated portraits by Julia Margaret Cameron. us phenomena of the sun which the human eye

in astronomy the new method caught on could notdiscern."1
quickly. George Bond at Harvard, using a new it was during this period that photography
driving clock built by Alvan Clark and Sons and began to cause changes in telescopes. Profes-
encouraged by the “fast” new plates, resumed sional astronomers used only refractors, but de
astrophotography. He pioneered the phot0- la Rue and other amateurs were achieving good
Qfephie me-esuremehf °f Steher Positions results with reflecting telescopes. The achroma-
(astrometry) and magnitudes (photometry). ticity of the reflector compensated for its

it is difficult to recall how tedious astronomy difficulty of use. Early astrophotographers who
was at that time. Astronomers painstakingly used refractors began adding additional lenses
measured stellar positions with transits and so asto bring the shorterwavelengthstoafocus
meridian circles. They drew maps of star fields at the plate holder. The short blue and violet
and nebulae, and they estimated magnitudes by waves were found to have a stronger effect on
eye. No wonder it was difficult to tell whether the emulsionthantheiongeryeilowand red rays.
a nebula had really changed since the making Rutherfurd was one of the first to so adapt his
of a previous sketch decades earlier. The refractor.Healso builtoneofthefirstmeasuring
variability of certain stars was known, but machines in order to measure relative positions
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of stars on his photographs. By 1865 he but the most important tool was the driving
predicted that it would be possible to map the clock. He built seven clocks before achieving
sky with photography as soon as more sensitive one which could keep an object in the center
emuisions could be developed. He lent his 11‘/2- of the field for an hour. In the remaining year
inch lens to Benjamin A. Gould for use in a andahalfofhislife he surpassed that first photo
photographic survey of the southern sky to be several times, but his work was soon made
made from Cordoba, Argentina. obsolete by the superb photographs of Andrew

Ftutherfurd made the first photograph of “rice C°'hm°h-
grains" on the surface of the sun in 1871. His Another of the wealthy English amateurs who
photographs of the sun‘s spectrum won wide contributed so much to nineteenth century
praise. science, Common built a number of reflectors,

-|-he other prominent New York amateun including one 36 inches in diameter which is

Henry Draper, scored one notable first in the etttt th use-2

wet-plate era: In 1872, he obtained the first His photographs of the Orion nebuia won him
photograph of the spectrum of a star (Vega) to the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical
show absorption lines. Society in 1884. That year David Gill, Her

There were failures, too. Photographs of the Male5tY's Asttehemetatthe Cape °tG°°d H°Pe-
transit of Venus in 1874 failed to allow an Pethted °t-‘t the Stghttteehee °t this work?
accurate determination of the times of contact,
data which were essential for use of the event N° hfthd et me“ has tempered with
to determine the distance of the sun. Many these p'et""ee' They have evetue °h thts
professional astronomers were still convinced ee°°"'“t wmeh 9"'es them e d'st'"et amt
that a skilled observer's eye was better than a sepetate etetm t° e°"ttde"°e abeve any
camera atthe end ofate|eScope_ work in which the hand of fallible man

has had a part.

The Gelatin Dry Plate The standpoint of science is so different

The 1870s saw the final revolution. While dry t"°'h that °t e't- A Ptetttte which is e mete
collodion had been around for a few years, it °°PY et hatttte’ th Whteh We ee het
had never achieved adequate sensitivity for "ee°9htee eethewhet °t the set“ et the
astronomical use. Now chemists developed dry artist» ts h°thth9 th eh etttette P°tht°t"te‘"?
emulsions of silver bromide dissolved in gelatin but th 3 eetehtttte Petht °t "te‘" the mete
and found ways toincrease theirspeed. In 1879, ehe°t"tetY that the thdt"te"etttY °t the
George Eastman built the first machine to coat etttet ts suppressed! ahe the mete ehe°'
glass plates with the new emulsions automat- lutely a rigid representation of nature is

ically. The man who would found Eastman ehtethetti the hetteh
Kodak had begun the era of mass photography. Here is a volume compiled by one of

The gelatin dry plate appeared truly wonderful the 'h°et ehergette ehd ehte °t Amefteah
to astronomers. It was fast! A brightly-lit eetT°h°meYe — P|’°t- t't°|deh- tt eehteihe
terrestrial scene required a 30-minute exposure teithtllt l'ePl'°d"ett°he °t e" the eveitehte
on the daguerreotype of 1840; it took ten d|'iWi"9e that hille heeh made hY eetY°h'
seconds with the wet collodion plate. Now it °'"e"e °t this \"°hde"t"t hehuie °t °'i°h
could be photographed in 1/15 of a second. lt t|'°'h the YeeT1833t° teeeht times-
was convenient, too. No longer did the astron- |f now we were '0 suppose one hundmd
omer need a chemical laboratory in the obser- yea“; to ehpse, and no further obsefya.
vatory. The new plate could be prepared in “on of the nebma 0| Qrion to be made
advance, stored for lengthy periods, and, unlike in me ;men,a|; if in some ex"-a°rd|na,y
its qUi0K|Y-drying PFede¢e5$°T- eXP°$ed t°" way all previous observations were lost,
h°t-"'$- but that astronomers were offered the

Againthe amateurs led the way. In 1880, Henry choice of recovering this photograph of
Draper made the first photographs of the Orion Mr. Common‘s or of losing it and preserv-
nebula. He used his 11-inch Clark refractor, ing all the previous observations of the
specially focused for photography, rather than nebuia recorded in Prof. Holden’s book
his homemade 28-inch reflector for this work, — how would the choice lie? I venture
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I

i

A.A. Common, well known for his superior astrophotography in the 1880s, also built this 36-inch
reflector, which is now installed at Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, California. The telescope
was built in 1879. Andrew Crossley purchased it from Common in 1885 and donated it to Lick in
1895, seven years after the Observatory had opened. Here it is shown at Lick Observatory before
a new mount was constructed for it in 1905. Last year, by the way, was the one hundredth anniversary
of the founding of Lick Observatory, whose contributions in astrophotography and its successors
have been considerable. (Publications of Lick Observatory, Vol.. VIII, 1908, p. 16)
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to say that the decision would be — Give diurnal motion. i had no available camera
us Mr. Common’s photograph.a belonging to the observatory, and no

experience in the development of modern
The last of the great amateur pioneers of airy p|ages_ |n ihase an-aumsianaes, |

astronomy was the Englishman Isaac Roberts. appiied lg Mr, A|iis,aski|itul photographer
His twenty-inch f/5 silver-on-glass reftector was in my neighbamaad’ who aagariy con-
eelnpleied in 1835- He abandoned his Plan 1° sented to cooperate with me in the work.
make photographic charts of the entire northern | arranged means go aiiach his came.-a go

$kY When The Prefeeeienale began Work °n it the stand oi an equatorial telescope, and
“Butotherfieldsforphotographicworkareopen ma ieiesaapa nae" was ampioyea go

with ample teem fer a" Wne eneeee I0 label" tollowthe nucleus oi the comet accurately
in lneln,” ne n0ied- and he Went en Te make during the whole time of exposure by the
asystematic survey of nebulae and star clusters. aid oi ma driving aiock and wiih smaii
On October 1, 1888, his three-hour exposure ot cQ|'fg¢||°|1s given by hand_
the great nebulain Andromeda revealed its spiral ___|n hmarding copies oi these ph°‘°_
structure for the first time. His beautiful 1893 graphs to ‘he Roy“ sociew of London
book, ASelection of Photographs ofStars, Star- and to the Paris Academy 0' sciences’
Clusters and Nebulae, together with information I drew pamcmar anenuon ‘O the huge
concerning the instruments and the Methods number oi Mars shown u on the M

. . . P P e,
employed in the pursuit of Celestial Phot0- and msmed upon the importance 0' the

h t ' ' ' fgrap 7' °°h a'hs 'h ‘ts we ace u means thus offered to photograph com-
paratively large areas oi the sky and thus

The Ph°l°9l'aPne Pen"! Peniene °7 rapidlymakechartsoftheentireheavens.5
the Starry Heavens in a form at all times
available IOI’ study and identically as they Gill became Qne of the mgst important
appear to an observer aided by a powertul advocates of systematic use of photography for
telescope and clear sky tor observing. cataloging the sky. By 1885,. he had acquired

Absentaretheatmospherlctremors,the h~'hd'h9 h'°fh the h°Ya' S°°'etY and begun a

cold observatory, the interrupting clouds, ph°t°.9r.aph'9 survey.“ the .s°u?hem sky.‘ He
the straining 0‘ me me numbing of soon ioined in other innovations. international

_ _ ’ collaboration and the separation of observation
‘he hmbs’ the °"°'s 'h '°°°"““9 °bse" from plate reduction. Groningen astronomer J.
"ah°hsv and the mahy hardships ih°""°d C. Kapteyn, lacking a telescope and hampered
W °"" P"°de°e$9°'5»°'9|°"i°"s m°m°'Yi by the perennial clouds of the Netherlands,
in lheif allemllie la see and lament the volunteered to establish a laboratory and to
ILLIIVIITABLE BEYOND. measure Gill's plates. Working thousands of

miles from the observatory, Kapteyn went on
Another volume of his magnificent photographs to become one of the world's most prominent
was published many years later by his widow, astronomers. Soon others, notably a talented
the San Francisco-born Paris Observatory group of women at Harvard, were making
astronomer, Dorothea Klumpke-Roberts.‘ contributions to astronomy without spending

nights at the telescope.
The Professional Era In France, the brothers Paul and Prosper

By the mid-1880s, the professionals were Henry were takihg ash°ph°t°9'aPhY a giant
taking over. David Gill observed a "splendid" _Step hmheh They had heeh mappmg the §kY
comet in 1882 He reported me, in the old fashioned way, painstakingly plotting

points for each star along the ecliptic when, in
AttheRoyalObservatory,CapeotGood 1880, they came to the Milky Way. Ouelle

Hope, we were not at the time engaged horreur! There were too many stars. They
in photographic operations. Several decided to photograph the field instead. Expert
photographers in the Cape Colony found opticians, they built a 6-inch telescope corrected
it possible to obtain impressions of the for photography and began experimenting. The
comet, but they were unable to secure results were so spectacular that the director of
pictures ot scientific value, because they the Paris Observatory, Admiral Ernest B.
were unprovided with means to follow the Mouchez, wrote,
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lwas so astonished with the exceptional to historian John Lankford, “the growth of
beauty of this debut and with its extreme astrophysics in the United States may have been

importance to the future of astronomy, stimulated asaconsequence of nonparticipation
that despite some administrative ditticul- in the Carte du Ciel while, at least to a degree,
ties I had no hesitation in accepting their astrophysicai research in Europe may have been

PIOPOSHI l0 have 8 large 33-Cm (13-4-irt¢h) retarded because the Carte absorbed funds and

Ph°i°9TaPhi¢ i"5i"-"hehi blliii im- engrossed staff time that otherwise might have

"'|9diieiY-6 been allocated to astrophysics"?
By the midightiesy they producing ltcannot be said that allastronomers greeted

photographs so sharp that the smallest stars on the new methods Wm? enthusiasm ”".“"Y womed
their plates were 0.03 mm (equal to 2 seconds that the photograph“: piate would mterpose a

ofarc) in diameter. They could photograph stars new Source of error between the sky and the
downtothe 12th magnitude in two minutes and final result of the observation. When Edward

comd reach 16th magnitude with |ong eXpo_ Holden, director of the soon to-be-completed

sures. One of their photographs could chart L'ek obSe""et°rY' wrote e 9i°‘”'"9 magazine
more stars than a visual observer could plot in ertieier “Ph°t°9"aphY the servant ef Aet'°"'
several years. The Henrys found the first nebula °mYr"i"188er hefereeeeiwehderiui reeuiis-“we
to be oiooovo,-oo by photography; -|-he nooo_ can hand down to our successors a picture of

losity surrounding some of the stars in the The $i<Y- i°¢i<9d ihah°X-"8
Pleiades. They also identified more than two The director of the McCormick Observatory
thousand stars in that cluster once known as at the University of Virginia responded with
the “Seven Sisters." It was decided that the “Photographers versus Old Fashioned Astron-
greatest contribution they could make to omers."Ormond Stone was obviously hurt:
astronomy would be to leave their successors
such excellent photographs of the entire sky. One WOU|d inlet, | ihik, ihii ihefe is

This was too big a project for one observatory. "° |°"9e' “Y use i°" the‘ Vehemiedr bi“
With the support of Gill, Mouchez called an “°‘" i°'Peee'a‘"eY- eieee °i individuals
international conference. Fifly-eight astrono- he"ee"e" i° be k"°‘"" as “°id ieehimed
mers from sixteen countries gathered in Paris e5"°"°me"e-" ahd "lei he"ee"e"
on April 16, 1887, to discuss astrophotography observers skilledinthe use of the meridlan

and the cooperative production of a Carte du ei"°ie and the “‘i°'°'“e'e'-Wm bee’ abeui
Cioi (“Mao of tho Sky") to ioavo to oostomy_ the same relation to astronomicai photo-

Eighteen observatories agreed to build photo- 9'aPhe"eas didihe ee"°"°'“e'e "'h°|i"ed
graphic refractors identical to that of the Henrys bei°'e ‘he i'“'e“ii°" °' the ie|eee°Pe i°
and each to photograph and catalog a section ‘he Heieeheis ahd ‘he S"'""ee °i me"
of the sky. For cataloging purposes each dale-9

photograph would involve three exposures, of _ . .

20 seconds, three minutes, and six minutes, all Meanwhne Edward C‘ Pmkenng at Harvard

or the same Pee» s"@~'r <"sr>'a@ed for each ZSZCZZQZ"h‘J?.'3‘id‘;.“3i‘1‘;‘.Z‘.5’!l.l.JZ $f‘;i’;‘.L ‘ll?
exposure. This would ensure the elimination of . .

the false identification of plate defects or dust :18 hilzmy Drarpzr Memo';'ea||' By thetwldgsgos
as stars The lates for the ma s would re uire e procu e a new escope ( e ruse)

' p _ and begun the famous sky survey which would
len th ex os r s. A nt rnat al tt -

9 Y p U e .n ' .e n dcomrm ee be so valuable to astronomers of the twentieth
Wes Set ,up to superV'$e,th's wor an _t° ensure century. At Lick Observator Holden's succes-
uniformity. The committee was an important sor James Edward Kee|e|, zgok C0mmon,s 36_

precursor t° the imematienai Aetmnomieai inch reflector (called the Crossley in honor of
Union, established after the First World War. its donor) and made Such spectacum phOto_

The PF0leCiVl/asiohgriediousrahd eXPeh$iV9- graphs of nebulae and star clusters that
some Oi The S°UiheFh Observatories withdrew professionals the world overturned to reflectors
and Were Fepiaced bY °ihel'$- The Cata|°9 was for good. The twentieth century saw steady
"Oi °0mP|eied Uhiii 1954, and P°iii°h$ Oi the advances in the sensitivity and fineness ofgrain
map were never finished. None of the American of photographic emulsions. A team at Eastman
observatories chose to take part. They went on Kodak, headed by C. E. Kenneth Mees, devoted
to do more important work instead. According its efforts to producing better and better
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James Edward Keeler obtained a stunning photograph of the Orion nebula on 16 November 1898,
with the 36-inch Cross/ey Reflector at Lick Observatory. Pictures like this inspired more than one
generation of astronomers. Their visual impact was exceeded only by the novelty of color, when
it came from Palomar and appeared in National Geographic Magazine in 1959. (Publications of Lick
Observatory, Volume VIII, 1908, trontispiece)
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emulsionsforastronomers’ use. It isunlikelythat vacuum tube amplification, and later by the

Kodak made a profit from the astronomers, but photomultiplier tube.

the company's research efforts may well have Electronic scanners were developed which

paid off elsewhere. In recent years some of the could be used to obtain digital spectra. Astron-

greatest improvements have come from Alex G. omers became accustomed to digital images

Smith and his colleagues at the University of transmitted back to earth from television-like

Florida‘s Rosemary Hill Observatory. But while cameras in space. In the early 1970s, scientists

these advances were being made, astrophoto- at Bell Laboratories invented solid state devices

graphy was already being superseded by the based on charge coupling. ln 1976, University

rapidly advancing field of electro-optics. As ofArizonaastronomers madethefirstastronom-

early as 1906, Joel Stebbins at the University ical pictures with CCDs. The devices can record

of Illinois was experimenting with devices which as much as 70 percent of the light which falls

converted lightinto an electric current. Stebbins on them. The comparable figure for the best

as a student had been asked by a professional chemical emulsions is about 4 percent.

eehehefheri “Afe YOU 9°ih9 Y0 be e Fee| Now each month’s magazines bring spectac-

astronomer or just one of these newfangled ular new images of the sky made with CCD5_

Ph°t°9l'ePheF$'?"‘° |h'-‘Jeed, es he Put it met» New telescopes, including both the Hubble

“...the WhO|(-3 field Of photographic research W85 Spage Telescopg and half adozen grgund-based

skipped. ehe We lumped direeth’ from Visual T0 ones described at that recent American Astro-

Pheieeleetfie me'lh0d$-"“ nomical Society meeting, are planned from the

How he got started is best told by Stebbins start to use the phenomenal new detectors. Just

himself: a century atter photography replaced visual

astronomy at major observatories, it has yielded
The (visual) photometric program went to a newer and better technomgy

along well enough for a couple of years '

until we got a bride in our household, and NOIGS

fhenlhinss besanto hai>i>en- N<>leni<>v- 1 Faraday, Michael, “Mr. Warren De la Rue‘s

"\9 the |°h9 eVe|‘"h9$ e|°he1 she '°""d Photographic Eclipse Results," lecture to the

\he\ ll she eeme *0 ‘he °h5e"el°l'Y ehd Royal Institution, May 3, 1861. Royal Institu-

eeied ee feeefeelh she e°"|d 9e‘ me h°"\e tion Library of Science: Astronomy, vol. 1, p.

earlier. She wrote down the numbers as 30_

We °bse""°" caued them’ but 5"“ “me 2 See the articles by Remington Stone in Sky
I\lg|'IlS.0f recording a hundred readings and Telescope, October and November, 1979,

to get |ust one magnitude, she said it was for the history of this te|eScope_

pretty slow busmess' I responded that 3 Gill David “Recent Researches on the

“?“?°"’Y we would do an this by ales‘ Distances of the Fixed Stars, and some Future
tricity. That wasafatal remark. Thereafter P bl . Sid ai Ast ,, le t

she would often prod me with the ques- ro ems In ere ronomy’ C we to
“om “when oi“ to Chan ‘O the Royal institution, May 23, 1884. Royal

,,,,,2 y 9 9 9 Institution Library of Science: Astronomy, vol.

' 1, p. 227-28.

Stebbins and a physicist colleague began 4 See Katherine Bracher‘s article in Mercury,

experimenting with selenlum cells. The first was Septembef-Oetehef. 1931, fer mefe eh D°"°'
too insensitive to detect Jupiter, but at least it thee Kh-lmpke-Reberisi the dehef 0‘ Qhe ef

picked up the moQn_ |mp|'Q\/ements, such as the ASt|'OOl'TtlC3| Society Of the P3CifiC’S

accidentally dropping the cell and finding that awarde-

smaller cells worked better, followed. Soon a 5 Gill, David, “The Applications of Photography

chilled cell could record stars of the second in Astronomy,“ lecture tothe Royalinstitution,

magnitude. First at Illinois, and then for many June 3, 1884. Royal Institution Library ol

years at the University of Wisconsin, Stebbins 3Ci809-'ASff0h0mY, V0|- 1» P- 314-

ehd his C0-Wefkefei meet h0teb|Y Albert E- 6 Annales du Bureau des Longitudes, Paris,

Whitford, developed photoelectric photometry. 1887, p. 777. Quoted in de Vaucouleurs,

The selenlum cell gave way to better photoe- Gerard, Astronomical Photography: From fhe

lectric cells. The electrometer was replaced by Daguerreotype to the Electron Camera, p. 49.

electricity
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